For the salre 05 is a number of additional modules which give the JyStem the simplicity, the contral algorithm, the observer SOuchue as weU as ability to tolerate M failures without impact. However, to the srsoeiatinn of both of them ace described carefulls in the esrr ensure good reliability, the power system needs fast response. 
INTRODUCTION
Limited by power switches voltage and current features available at present time, the power converter designer often needs to associate power switches to reach a set of requirements. In order to deal with high current levels. he cnnsiders parallel association of them. As far as high voltage levels are concerned, he considers series association of them.
The latter association is full of interest because semiconductor components are the more effective since their voltage characteristics are low. The series multi-cell convener designed by the LEE1 (Toulouse -France) [I] , [Z] leads to a safe series association of components working in switching mode. This new smchrre combines two additional benefits : standardized designs and use of common use components.
AU these qualities make this new topology very amactive to many manufacturers. Consequently. the applications of it are .. . This is why we propose both a high band width state observer as well as a high speed conuol law (regarding the intrinsic system abilities).
The purpose of the present article is to propose a direct conhol algorithm [I31 '(without modulator) preserving optimal limit cycles (and hence harmonic propenies) which only needs external sensvrs : input voltage sensor and output cumen1 sensor.
This article is divided into three parts. The fmt section describes the conhol law. The second section details the observer structure. The last section underlines the interaction between both blocks. At each steps, relevant simulations illustrate the main issues.
DIRECT C0h"ROL LAW

A. Multi-ceN Converter Model
The multi-cell converter connects N elementary cells in series.
Fimre 1 describes this SmCNre in the case of a two-cell numerous. For instance. GEC I ACEC implements t h~s proposal to realize the input chopper which suppl) their '713" locomotives in pouer. Thrce.phase invencn called '.Symphony" and developd by Alstom to drive electric motors are also based vn the s m c principle.
Untd now. all these multi-cell pouer conveners are driven.
with success, by the mean of a fix frquency modulator based on pulsed width modulation (P.W.M.). Current conml convener is a discrete and discontmuous plant, or. a1 least a hybnd one. Nevertheless. the profitable skill of P.W.M. technique is to ensure a well-known stcdy state behaviour which is optimal fw the c l e c~c lwd. As a drawback, the contml algorithm is complled to poor dynamic propcmes so as IO 
In one hand, the control law aims at closely tracking the output current reference (iJ& an4 on the other hand, it aims at keeping the internal voltage at its optimal value 9.
E. Stmrure controhbility Contmllability is quite an essential issue since we wonder whether, thanks to the control variable, the control law will be able to make the power supply reach any given state.
Consequently, we ask us the following question : "Being at state X, may I put the system to the nmow state X+AX ?' *" By rewriting equations (Eq I ) and (Eq 2) in a state space equation which is affine with respect to the control variable (Eq 3). we get :
We hence deduce that, for a continuous and unbounded control variable U(t), a sufficient controllability condition is : On the other hand, U, and U, act on, in a symmehic way, on X-axis ; this action is all the more effective since output current value i,(t) is great (Eq 2). This answer fmt to analysis the initial is question quite instructive : the seek but of does a necessary not actually and k:w,p;9z2:; 1 % ; ) ~~ sufficient conhollability condition i n the case of our converter, which means in the case of a discrete actuator. The control (r& As our study is local, we have: e%% ehLi"l = eW% ehL+i and hence, in the neighbourhood of XO the controllability 
c=: =-+-+; G) 9
For a global study, the controllability subspace is spanned by the union of the different subspaces generated by each vectm "(U,).
It results a difficult convex problem which is not relevant since we intend to stabilize the trajectory around an equilibrium point. 
I xa7
In this section, simulation results are presented for the following load converter parameters :
Figure4 illustrates static and dynamic behaviours of the proposed direct control law. Therefore, we choose a square cycle which means that we modify one state component after another. In the meantime, we let the system reach its steady state. The reference value commutate each 250 us from X, to X, . , where X, are denoted as :
35 A) and X3 = (8W V ; 45 A).
Commutation from XO to XI and from Xr to XJ illustrate normal behaviour. Commutation from XI to X2 illustrates a reference value change due to, either an input voltage change VE. or a new topology induced by a short circuit.
". value is not reachable within TD duration; we need several command cycle. In this particular case, we choose the conwl value which drives the system the closest to its goal.
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If state X i s on the line D, the n all the four vectors %Uk) We note that in transient mode, the choice of the best wmmand is constrained by a hysteresis criterion so as to avoid a high frequency chattering along the straight line delimiting the area where U. gives the best scalar product and the area where Ub gives the best scalar product.
Ill. STATEOBSERVER
A. Objective ofrhe observer As we have already analysed, the previous direct control law leads to the best dynamic response allowed by this system while preserving the optimal limit cycles (harmonic and thermal propenies). But, this algorithm requires, in real time, the value of the entire state. On the other hand a good knowledge of system parameter is essential. Whereas filter features (capacitance of the internal capacitor and inductance of the core in series with the load) are well-known because chosen, load resistor value is, by definition, unknown. Moreover, to reduce drive cost and encumbrance we had better to measure only external variables: input voltage Ve and output cumnt i,. These reflections lead us to design an extended state observer 
B. Multi-cell chopper observer
We have to check whether the knowledge of the control variable as well as the two measures and their derivatives [u2-ull - Hence. the estimated cumnt 5: converge in fmite time towards the real measure y ; the convergence time is xbiu-xilv chosen by the means of Ihc tuning parameter €2. As the system control vanable IS coniinuous step by step, we cm get at each sequence : In the case of a persistent gequence such as lul -U,] t 0, we also get 4 =XI assuming 5, has already converged towards x3. The observation e m r dynamic is then :
The tuning parameter K1 controls the convergence time.
D. Simuhrion results
fn R("'40
In this section, we take the same features as before. The multiwith a duty cycle U = %.
Theinitialstateis: XO = id=ZOA . IV. CONTROL LAW AND STATE OBSERVER
ASSOCIATION
Our direct control law associated with our state observer yields very interesting results which underline advantages as well as
In the fmt simulation, the load resistor is increased linearly from R = 30 R to R = 60 R. The estimated State 5 (thin line) fits perfectly the real state X (thick line). . 
